
DATASHEETJABRA BIZ 1500

PREMIUM SOUND BUILT TO LAST

The Jabra BIZ 1500 is an entry level, low cost headset built 

for efficiency and cost driven call and contact centers to 

provide a professional customer experience by reducing 

background noise through Jabra’s leading noise cancellation 

technology. Comfortable for all day use with foam ear 

cushions that lead heat away from the ears. Available in 

Mono, Duo, QD or USB variants to suit your environment 

and agent requirements.

HD AUDIO
The Jabra BIZ 1500 has HD Voice/Wideband speaker 

performance and noise cancellation. 

FOAM EAR CUSHIONS TO KEEP EARS COOL
With foam ear cushions, the BIZ 1500 is built for all day 

comfort to help keep agents focused on their calls. 

JABRA SPIN BOOM ARM (270˚DEGREE)
Jabra BIZ 1500 has a 270˚ degree boom arm so it can be 

easily adjusted without breaking.

A USB VARIANT HEADSET COMES WITH A CONTROL 
UNIT FOR SIMPLE CALL MANAGEMENT
The USB variant of the Jabra BIZ 1500 has a control unit that 

lets you adjust volume and mute. This offers further 

productivity and convenience in UC environments.

JABRA.COM/BIZ1500

REASONS TO CHOOSE THE JABRA BIZ 1500

§ Strong durability
§ All day wearing comfort
§ Flexible (bendable) microphone boom arm construction
§ Noise cancelling microphone

PROFFESIONAL.
AFFORDABLE.
DURABLE.
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JABRA BIZ 1500 QD MONO/DUO QUICK START GUIDE*

1 CONNECTING

Duo or mono available with QD connectivity (USB available)

*USB variant also available

2 USING

Duo or mono available

Adjustable headband

Jabra BIZ 1500 has a 270˚ degree boom arm so it 

can be easily adjusted without breaking.

2 CM

3/4 “

A B C

QD connectivity

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS

JABRA SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

Customize and control your audio device settings 

with Jabra’s software applications. You get full 

integration and remote call control with the latest 

generation of softphones. 
HD AUDIO

Enjoy high-definition sound with HD Voice and get 

crystal-clear communication.

SIMPLE CALL MANAGEMENT

Intuitive control unit for greater call control

JABRA SPIN BOOM ARM

270˚ degree boom arm for easy adjustment 

without breaking

FOAM EAR CUSHIONS

Keeps ears cool, built for all day comfort

PEAKSTOP™

Safe sound and superior hearing protection

PeakStop™ technology immediately removes 

potentially harmful loud sounds before they reach 

your ears, keeping overall sound in a safe range.

NOISE-CANCELLING MICROPHONE

Noise-cancelling microphones reduce unwanted 

background noise and are ideal in crowded and 

noisy open working environments.

CRYSTAL-CLEAR SOUND

Digital Signal Processing removes background 

noise and echo and protects the user against 

sudden high peaks in volume. 

JABRA XPRESS

Jabra Xpress is a web-based solution that lets you 

remotely deploy software, firmware, and settings 

for an infinite number of Jabra USB headsets. This 

ensures a fast return on your UC ROI by speeding up 

headset deployments from days to minutes. 

JABRA BIZ 1500 QD AND USB JABRA BIZ 1500 USB


